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WHAT IS BASIC MED?

 An alternative medical certification method passed by Congress July 2016 as 
part of FAA Funding Bill for pilots acting as pilot in command of a covered 
aircraft

 14 CFR 68 rather than 14 CFR 67
 Administered by Flight Standards (Not Medical Branch)



What is a Covered Aircraft?

 Less than 6,000 pounds certified maximum certificated take off  
weight

 Certificated at no more than 6 occupants (including required flight 
crew)

 Operated at less than 250 kts
 Flown below 18,000’ MSL
 Not for hire



Other Requirements

 Hold a valid drivers license and comply with any limitations thereon

 Have held a valid medical certificate (any class) issued after July 15, 
2006 (10 year look back period).
 Special issuance OK

 Have a CEMC (Completion of Medical Education Course) 
certificate issued within the past 24 months

 Have a copy of physical examination form signed by a licensed 
physician within the past 48 months



CEMC

 Available on line through AOPA and other sources

 No cost
 Covers various topics relating to medical safety of flight
 Completion is sent to FAA
 Includes a statement agreed to by applicant that states:

“I understand that I cannot act as pilot in command, or any other 
capacity as a required flight crew member, if I know or have reason to 
know of any medical condition that would make me unable to 
operate the aircraft in a safe manner.” 



Pilot Completes Medical History 
Form
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Examining Physician Signs 
Examination Sheet and 
Certification







Any Licensed Physician Examines 
Applicant and Signs Certification



What About Special Issuances?

 Special Issuance process allows an airman to be certified on a case 
by case basis in spite of the presence of disqualifying medical 
conditions

 Initially issued by the FAA (CAMI) after a specified waiting period

 Conditions of issue are specified in Special Issuance Letter
 Usually annually







Can an Airman Flying Under a 
Special Issuance Fly Under 
BasicMed?

 YES!

 No specific testing requirements; testing is at the discretion of the examining 
physician

 No results are submitted to the FAA for review



CACI Program

 Conditions AME Can Issue

 Set of conditions for which FAA publishes criteria which, if met, allow 
field issuance of medical certification without prior review by FAA

 Saves FAA and pilots time and money
 Program is expanding 





From a BasicMed Standpoint Special 
Issuances and CACI Conditions are 
Handled in a Similar Manner

 Testing at the discretion of the examiner

 No results sent to FAA for review



Back to 1L………



Elements of a Negligence Tort

 Duty

 Breach
 Causation
 Damages



Medical Incapacitation is an 
Extremely Rare Cause of Aviation 
Accidents

 Is this because of extensive medical review of pilots?

 3 accidents per 1000 result from  incapacitation of any cause US 
study)

 0.64% of fatal accidents (Australian study)
 Most common cause- gastroenteritis. Then heart attack (more likely to 

result in fatality however)



Are FAA Designated Medical 
Examiners Immune from Civil Suit Under 
The Federal Tort Claims Act?

 No

 Cummings vs. Smith, 106 F.3d 407 (9th Cir. 1997). 
 Cummings, an airline pilot, sues Smith, an AME, after Smith seizes her Airman Medical 

Certificate after Cummings suffers from dizziness and partial loss of consciousness. 
Claims damages under Bivens.  (Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents Of Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971) (establishing damages remedy for persons 
whose constitutional rights have been violated by federal agents).)

 Decided against Cummings for lack of standing; the Court holding that since she was 
medically ineligible for the certificate there was no improper “taking” by the AME.



 Dicta in the dissent states, “Smith is not entitled to qualified 
immunity, and qualified immunity is not available to a private party 
engaged in a federal action.”  F.E. Trotter, Inc. v. Watkins, 869 F.2d 
1312, 1318 (9th Cir. 1989)



 See also United States v. DeMaria 11th Cir. 2016 (unpublished). FAA 
brings enforcement action for falsification under 18 U.S.C. 1001(a)(2) 
after answering in the negative questions regarding a history of 
failed drug testing. 
 “The Government also offered evidence that the AME is not an FAA 

employee and does not have access to a pilot’s previous answers to 
form 8500…..”



 FAA designates many categories of professionals to perform 
certifications in lieu of FAA personnel.
 They are generally responsible to perform their function in accordance 

with FAA standards

 Generally, if all standards are complied with liability will not be 
grounded.





 No cases where an AME has been found liable for negligence in 
issuing a medical certificate in accordance with the standards 
contained in Part 67. 



Duty

 To whom?

 Is there a doctor patient relationship thus establishing duty?
 Can duty be established in any other way?
 Is there a duty to third parties?



Breach

 What would a “reasonable” physician (flight surgeon) do?

 Established by expert testimony (since beyond the ken of the 
average juror)
 Similar to any other professional liability action



How Are Actions of a Reasonable 
Certifying Physician Determined?

 No case law on this yet

 Likely criteria would be what would the FAA have required

 So is this a good deal for the applicant? For the Doctor?

 What if the certifying physician doesn’t know?



Does This Increase a Doctor’s Liability 
over the Liability Incurred as a FAA 
Designated AME?

 FAA designee has the benefit of training relating to FAA criteria for 
certification

 FAA designee has benefit of FAA review of submitted materials
 FAA designee could be regarded as an “expert” in terms of medical 

certification

 None of this applies to the non-designated physician signing off an 
applicant. 



Standard of Care

 Most likely will be “What Would the FAA Have Required”

 For non-special issuances, will require compliance with existing Part 
67 Standards 
 For Example: vision, hearing, medical history

 For special issuances completion of any testing the FAA would have 
required had the medical been issued through the special issuance 
process

 For CACI conditions would require compliance with CACI criteria



Does The Certifying Physician Have 
to Follow the Special Issuance or 
CACI Criteria?

 NO- but………



 In the event of a claim of medical incapacitation the certifying 
physician would be on shaky ground if Special Issuance or CACI 
criteria are not adhered to.

 So the knowledgeable physician will order the same testing as the 
FAA requires
 So what’s the benefit to the airman?



 Can the airman find a doctor who is willing to “sign him off” with less 
than the FAA required testing?

 There is no oversight by the FAA, so no second guessing on the 
results of testing
 Unless there is an issue- then there is lots of second guessing



In Summary

 A knowledgeable physician certifying a pilot under BasicMed will 
become familiar with the standards required by the FAA and apply 
them to the applicant.

 Failure to do so has the potential to ground a liability claim against 
the physician.




